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Walker: Young “Tony” Ivins: Dixie Frontiersman

young tony55
tony ivins
dixie frontiersman
ronald W walker

my experiences on the
frontier
thefrontier
as well as romantic interest

may be orsome
of some historical value
ofsome

anthony W ivins
nine year old tony ivins was playing at a friends house in salt lake
city when john M moody the friend s father returned from attending a
session of the churchs
churche general conference he had startling news the
moody family had been called to settle in southern utah for tony this was
exciting information not taking the time to go around the block he cut
cross lots climbed a fence and ran through the family garden entering his
house he saw his mother and sister talking quietly brother moody is called
to go to dixie to raise cottontony
cotton tony blurted it was then that the boy noticed
his mothers tears so are we she replied 1 ivins later wrote present plans
future hopes and aspirations ties of kindred the association of life long
friends and neighbors were all to be shattered and swept aside as we started
3322
112
which no one could even surmise 312
on this new adventure the outcome of ofwhich
what makes a man or a woman what are the forces that shape a perivings
sonality determine a life or in the biblical language of
ivinss generation
oflvinss
brings at death a shock of corn
in his season job 526 for anthony
tony W ivins 1852 1934 a prominent dixie pioneer an apostle in the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints and a member of his church s
first presidency there were several answers to these questions which
included family and friends religious values and the place ofhis
ochis
of his boyhood
each mingled in tony ivings
ivinss early life

family background

one molding influence was tony ivings
ivinss heritage which included a
long history of civic prominence and merchandising his family came
from new jersey his earliest new jersey progenitor isaac ivins settled at
georgetown in the 169os
i69os where he prospered by trading with indian trappers and white hunters later members of the family used the bonds of
marriage and the flow of commerce to achieve financial success in their
own right the ivinses counted among their marriage relations at least half
byustudies
BYU
studies 40 no 1i 2001
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a dozen families from new jersey gentry 3
generations of
ivins men thrived as meroflvins
chants at upper freehold monmouth
county
C
ounty thirty miles south of new york
bounty
city and at toms river twenty miles

southeast of upper freehold on the
lantic seaboard see map on p 72.
A
talantic
atlantic
72
related to each other as first second or
third cousins the new jersey ivinses were
W
considered wealthy and stood high in
0144
114
the community 314
tony s father israel ivins 1815 97 fig 1i
was something of a sportsman expert
with a hunting gun and a fishing rod he
also had a serious side his avid reading
gave him a reputation of being a great
elg
eig
FIG
father
israel iams
ivms
ivins 1815 97 gather
FG i1 Is
As a young man israel worked
student
ofanthony
of anthony tony ivins
in the family businesses and learned the
skills of a surveyor on the side in his later
years he turned to medicine and the healing arts 5 some of these interests
were passed on to tony
israel was also fond oftravel
of travel being remembered as a sea fairing man
who was as much at home on the water as on the land 6 his wanderlust
seems to have carried over into religion during the late i83os
183os and early
1840s
i84os wave after wave of religious excitement rolled across the central new
Presbyterians vying in
jersey countryside with methodists baptists and presbyterians
their ministries but none of these denominations attracted israel as much
as the church of jesus christ of latter day saints mormon elders had
come to monmouth county as early as 1837 7 and in march of the following year israel was one of the first baptized 8 A cadre of some the church s
most able missionaries including joseph smith the prophet preached
in the area with considerable success 9 by the late i83os
1830s the church had
several hundred converts spread across congregations at cream ridge
greenville hornerstown new egypt Reckless
recklesstown
town and shrewsbury 10
tony s father was not the only ivins who was drawn to mormonism
this family had a history of running against the popular religious grain
and many other family members soon followed israel in baptism tonys
mother anna lourie ivins 1816 96 fig 2 and her sister rachel ridgway
soul mates
ivins were among the early converts 11 anna and rachel were soulmates
es and would remain so to the end cheerful and uncomand confidantes
confidants
confidant
seif disciplined both
plaining in the face of adversity deeply religious and self
women also had the ivinses quiet but firm belief in what they viewed as
the family s proper social position

lsi
isi
1
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israel and anna continued the tradition of marrying within the family they
were distant perhaps second cousins
both surnamed ivins at birth in their late
twenties they were married on march 19
1844 about six years after they had
embraced mormonism elder jedediah M
grant one of the early missionaries in
new jersey performed the service 12
after baptism some ivins family
11
members migrated to nauvoo 13
but
israel and anna remained in central new
cormons
Mor mons israel presided
jersey as loyal mormons
over the toms river branch and at times
entertained visiting church leaders 14
there israel and anna were blessed with FIG 2 anna ivins 1816 96
two children caroline augusta cad- cousin and wife of israel ivins and
tony s mother
die born in 1845 and anthony tony
woodward born on september 16
1852
161852
and named for israel s father georgiana 1846 who failed to survive the
winter of 1846 47 was born in new york
by the early i85os
1850s israel and anna had obtained a comfortable life
several years of which included living in cosmopolitan new york city yet
for these ascetic believers in the word new jersey mormonism in the i85os
1850s
was a pale copy of the fervor that had once burned through the area
besides mormon missionaries told israel and anna that they must gather
to the newly built zion in utah seeking to comply with the religious
demands of their faith and to secure the grace coming from full fellowship
israel and anna decided to immigrate

mo

immigration to utah
mormons comleaving toms river on april 551853
1853 were a party of cormons
of persons from toms river and other places in the
prising a large number ofpersons
state 15 the fifteen years of gospel winnowing had taken its toll and only
a small number of the original group of mormon converts were willing to
Ivin ses israel and
odthe
of the ivinses
go west these included the last and most staunch ofthe
anna anna s sister rachel who after migrating to nauvoo had returned to
new jersey israel s brother anthony israels mother sarah and israel s
nephew theodore mckean the party made its way to philadelphia
boarded a train to pittsburgh and then floated on steamers via st louis to
kansas city after visiting sites of interest in jackson county the old
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mormon headquarters in missouri they purchased mule and wagon
outfits and began the trek west 16
ses train was remembered as one of the best equipments that
ivinses
the Ivin
ever came to utah in the early fifties 17 anna and israel traveled with a
milch cow and two heavily provisioned wagons one of these was furnished as a portable bedroom complete with chairs a folding bed and
stairs descending from its tailgate when the group paused during the day
or stopped in the evening anna and israel mounted the stairs and entered
the wagon to rest despite these unusual and perhaps unnecessary provisions for comfort the company made good time on august 10
101853
lo 1853 after
about a 130 day journey the new jersey pioneers arrived in salt lake city
the party traveled up main street where the ivinses found short term
housing with their old preacher friend jedediah grant now mayor of the
city 18 during their next few years in zion old new jersey friends like
brother jedediah helped find a place for the family in utahs frontier and
uncertain society
years in salt lake city
israel found it difficult to prosper in utah he was by experience a
merchant but brigham young s zion was bone and sinew it placed more
value on the agrarian labor of pioneering than on the urban exchange table
or business counter to president young merchants brought profit margins and social distinctions and threatened to be potentially hostile to the
mormon theocracy he therefore lashed out at merchants taking that
class of men as a whole I1 think they are of extremely small calibre
calibre1919
because of such fulminations proper churchmen like israel tried other
kinds of work often beyond their taste their training and their ability to
succeed israel became a salt lake city policeman and on the side farmed a
small plot on the outskirts of the city 20
however israels failure to make money was not just a matter of his
choice of occupations pioneering made most people poor particularly
utah pioneering which was based on small village landholding for the
first thirty years of utahs settlement the territory s citizens distantly
trailed their fellow american citizens even those living in the intermountain west in the wealth owned by each household in 1850 the
worth ofutahns
of
utahna
utahns was only a fifth of the national average 201 21to 1001
and by 1870 the ratio had closed only to a third 644 to 1782
utahna there was a silver lining if a family arrived early in
utahns
for some utalms
utah and remained in one place for several decades persisting to use the
demographers word their situation usually improved the maturing
utah economy increased the value of their holdings as well as their social
standing 22 but the family of tony ivins did not realize even this benefit by
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churche call to settle dixie israel and anna were required to
accepting the churchs
sell their salt lake city property to free resources for their new home and
to provision themselves in his autobiography tony recorded the family s
sacrifice in accepting the 1861 call to dixie some years after israel and anna
sold their home on south temple street between third west and fourth
west streets the property became worth a fortune it sat on the location
23
where a railroad company built its freight department
department23
starting once more would mean not only losing their stake in salt lake
city but it also would require the ivinses to submit to an exacting future
life in dixie would mean the ivinses would have to feed and clothe themselves in a setting that lacked grocery stores currency merchants investment capital and wages for labor performed such a situation historian
charles S peterson has observed required voluntary subsidies of
0324
1124
24
human effort and a willingness to accept austere economic standards 1324
in
fact settling a new land on the mormon frontier might require a full generation to get beyond the survival stage of living
journey to dixie

an inventory of the

Ivin
ivinses
ses travel outfit which may have included
much of the family s assets showed how poorly the family fortunes had
fared since they had arrived in utah eight years before in contrast to their
splendid great plains equipage of 1853 the best the family now could do
was to secure an old and worn heavy wagon for hauling goods a light
of oxen and
wagon with shafts for transportation a bay horse two yoke ofoxen
a single harness and apparently they incurred some debts to make the
251
trip possible 21
the journey from salt lake city to southern utah set a pattern for the
toil that was to follow leaving utahs capital city the pioneers of
st george found the trail mired and several horses were lost later the
wagons faced wind rain and snow since they were traveling in november
the dixie pioneers did not go as a group wagons were spread along the
southern road united only by their destination at nightfall smaller
socials
parties probably coalesced permitting sociats
socials especially the reels and
cormons were so fond of for most of the dixie
square dancing that the mormons
settlers the three hundred mile trip took a month 26 one woman remembered there were meals to prepare tents to pitch beds to make down and
take up washing to do bread to bake in a bake skillet all this made our
progress slow
at first the ivinses traveled alone with their drivers alex mead and
john lloyd known as sailor jack israel needed help with the two wagons
and apparently recruited these two dixie bound settlers to lend a hand
the first night out the family stopped at porter rockwell s house at the
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point of the mountain the divide between salt lake and utah valleys
and the legendary mormon scout sold them supplies that were of great
3127
3121
1121
27 As the family traveled farbenefit to us after we reached our destination27
destination
ther they visited two families they had known in new jersey who had
already settled in southern utah and who extended hospitality the climax
of their trip came as the wagons drove up the grade from present day
washington and passed over a rough volcanic ridge that at first concealed their view
then they saw
it was a barren uninviting landscape tony said 28
these same words were used by another 1861 pioneer elizabeth snow
when her party entered the st george site she saw anna and caddie ivins
standing and looking over the land perhaps there was something in their
manner that appeared forlorn 1 I have often wondered since what these
two women must have been thinking as they looked over the barren
21
uninviting country that was to be their home she later wrote 29

st george as a mormon village
although the family of tony ivins had fallen on difficult times

and
things grew worse in coming years the boy would have the advantage of
being raised as part of the st george community didies
dixies version of the
mormon village outwardly the mormon village put a peculiar stamp on
off at the cardinal points ofthe
offat
of the
the land it had rectangular streets often laid affat
odthe
ofthe
of the village was the schoolcompass it fostered grouped living at the center odthe
house the church meetinghouse in early years often the same building
and later an assembly hall or tabernacle there the people worshipped
wor shipped as
a community especially in good weather also at the center of the village
were the homes of the villagers these dwellings sat on large lots that might
exceed an acre this pattern allowed room for a setback from the street
and beautifying flower gardens as well as practical and life sustaining
vegetable gardens in dixie the acreage near the house also permitted
vineyards and fruit trees outside the village lay small agricultural fields
of thirty to fifty acres and places where the boys might drive a few head of
livestock to and fro each morning and evening giving further pattern to
irrigation ditches for home and gar
the land were unkempt buildings
outbuildings
out
den use and poplar locust or cottonwood trees lining the streets providing shade and a sense of order30
order30 fig 3
the mormon village was not designed to promote wealth nor did
it one author found that a typical villager had no more than five cows
or hogs owned no machinery and earned no wages crops were so limited that some settlers were unable to get through a winter without help
from the local church storehouse in economic terms village life was
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based on labor intensive subsistence farming which provided little
margin for gain or abundance 31
basically religious and social ideals were more important than money
as early utahns
utahna set aside the quest of wealth for the cultural values of small
compact and largely agrarian settlements on this level the mormon village worked well according to one authority it was perhaps the most
elaborate mechanism for socialization to be found in any small community
of the country offering opportunities for cradle to grave schooling
recreation leadership training and other social experience it made pioneer life easier by conveying the mormon ideals of unity cooperation
and equality 32
in one respect st george was cut from a different pattern than some
mormon settlements after sampling pioneer diaries one study found that
individual choice and not church direction played an overwhelming
mormons settled newcomers learned
role in determining where and how cormons
where friends or relatives had earlier settled and then traveled to that location on their own 33 in contrast st george was one of more than a half
dozen hub settlements founded by the church in the nineteenth century 34

pig 3
FIG
FG

st george utah looking southward

ca 1880
880

this view shows the large lots by

each house and the cultivated trees two features of the mormon
moron village
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these hub communities were usually established in new or virgin territory
or where mormon influence was small once established hub villages
became the centers from which new villages could be built radiating outward like the spokes of a wheel they were in short church outposts to
be chosen or called to participate in these communities was an act of
faith comparable to a religious sacrament by traveling south to st george
and becoming citizens of the new village the ivins family had embarked on
the lord s errand
what did such an arrangement mean to tony ivins while denied the
ease of inherited wealth he had the advantage of being a child of the mormon frontier which was peculiar to the general experience of most american western settlers elsewhere in the west tony might have come of age
living in a mining camp or still more likely working on a large but isolated
farm a circumstance of US land policy but instead of helping to homeigo acres tony ivins was the son of a mormon
stead a quarter section of 160
village that institution which left its most lasting imprint not on the
landscape but on individual lives thus young tony ivings
ivinss life mixed
heredity first generation mormon values and the bequest of the redclay
red clay
soil of pioneer dixie

st george routines
you may pass through all the settlements said apostle george A
1135
35
smith and you will find the history of them to be just about the same 7135
elder smith who had a special responsibility for southern utah and was
honored by the new village being named after him might well have been
speaking of the first months and years of st george according to one
scholar the mormon settlement process followed a pattern

the group left for the new settlement

site after the fall harvest

whom
church officials selected or approved a president for the settlement who
the settlers also voted to sustain
settlers first worked on water systems farmland preparation community
fortifications and public buildings such as schools and meetinghouses
meeting houses

the

next spring settlers cultivated and planted crops and built fences to
keep cattle out of the newly sown fields

that same year

surveyors laid out streets and lots for the townsite usually
following or adapting the salt lake city pattern
presiding officers in the community assigned house lots and farm plots

in the late spring and summer settlers farmed in earnest built houses
planted gardens
settlers participated in mormon wards that provided religious educational and social activities for the community 36
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when tony ivins and his family arrived in dixie they along with the
rest of the settlers camped on land southeast from where the new village
was intended here the flow of east spring meandered but the settlers
deepened it with the same plow that reportedly had turned the first furrow
in the salt lake valley on both sides of this ditch the settlers placed wagss large sibley tent serving as headquarters
ons and tents with asa calkinss
Calkin
for toilets men walked to the right and ladies to the left the usual mormon wagon train pattern 37
by the third week of december 1861 more than seven hundred people
were in camp and the settlers were already becoming involved in the routines of mormon village life an open air christmas dance was arranged
for children in the afternoon with another to follow in the evening for
adults perhaps no activity was more quintessential of mormon village
life certainly no other recreation dancing united the people without distinction and was a passion 38 unfortunately just as the festivities began
that christmas day it started to rain however the people refused to adjust
their plans it began to rain and we began to dance and we did dance
and it did rain recalled robert gardner whose retelling of the event
showed the settlers ideals
we danced until dark and then we fixed up a long tent and we danced some
sorne
more the rain continued for three weeks but we did not dance that long
we were united in everything we did in those days we had no rich and no
poor our teams and wagons and what was in them was all we had we had
31
all things in common and very common too 39

israel ivings
ivinss call to dixie came partly because of his special skills as a
slyman
man comsurveyor shortly after arriving he was appointed head of a six
mittee to remove water from the virgin river for irrigation in january
1862 under the direction of the head of the colony erastus snow israel
began to chart st georges streets and village lots and by the end of the
year he completed a map of the new community 40 this was a job that
my father while
young tony could help with 1 I was frequently with
off the city and surveying the field lands he later
he was engaged in laying offthe
wrote fig 4 As israel continued to survey the dixie area beyond
st george tony likely remained at his side we do know that when
brigham young commissioned the building of the washington cotton facodthe
the surveyof
i86os tony then thirteen manned one end ofthe
tory in the mid 186os
or s chain it was necessary to survey the surrounding land in order to
toryss water wheel 41
factory
bring water to the fac
surveying was the kind of work the boy enjoyed being outdoors
doing men s work and helping to sustain the family his enjoyment of the
open air perhaps explains why tony never confused schooling with education his record as a pupil was short and spotty during the winter of
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st george utah looking westward ca 1880 nearly two decades after israel
ivins surveyed it often accompanied by his son tony
FIG 4

when the rains were unremitting tony attended school in a tent on
the old campground while the girls were reportedly well mannered some
of the boys refused to be disciplined and left the tent at will the next year
tony fig 5 and about ten classmates met in a structure made of willows
two large square openings served as windows but inexplicably there was
no framed door at least that was tonys
tony s memory the teacher s desk was a
packing box while seats for the children were slabs of elm so high that
their feet hardly reached the ground the students shared a single mcguffeys
reader and two slates were passed around for writing 42
perhaps by the third or fourth year tony had the advantage of going to
school in one of the community s first well built structures the st george
pioneers had commissioned a stone building 21 x 40 a month after arriving for educational school and social dancing and other recreation
3343
1143
43
purposes 3043
but whatever their hope it was several years before the comdugouts
munity s temporary shanties dug
outs tents willow lean tos and made
do wagon beds began to give way to a more permanent landscape
schoolmarms and schoolmasters were by no means alike many students liked the slightly deaf orpha everett she had a profound regard
for her students and was proud of their success using the established
1861
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pedagogy of her time everett refused to allow picture drawing on the children s slates and had the children learn by reading around when
everetts home was torn down years later a book that had belonged to tony
sakes perhaps a gift to her because of her inkeepsakes
was found among her keep
fluence 44 richard S hornes
homes methods were more scientific we were
not known by our names in his school but by numbers tony recalled
my number was 12 homes
hornes regimen and tony s attraction to the outdoors apparently ended the boy s formal schooling in early adolescence
after several years at the primary level he had according to a family friend
45
been going down and down until he left school
school45
probably a reference
to tony s grades attendance or both
perhaps however the boy left school to help out the family the first
indispensable necessities odthe
ofthe
of the pioneer tony later wrote are food to sustain
1146
46 israel had entered
his body and clothing with which to cover it 3346
into
plural marriage before leaving salt lake city and about the time that tony
left school israel brought julia hill and her child julia ann to st george
the enlarged household meant even more chores to do including driving
to the canyons for kindling chopping wood for the family stove and milktony s chores also included driving the cows to pasture each
ing the cows tonys
morning and bringing them back in the evening it was a task that the boy
completed on foot only until he could go on horseback from the time
that my legs were long enough to reach across the back of a horse I1 was in
47
the saddle 1141
herding was a job that left the boys unsupervised and sometimes the
result turned out badly our herd boys are
studying all kinds of vice nearly without
exception one concerned bishop said in
A
salt lake city iche
ifhe
if he herds three months he
1148
48 tony
is then a perfect rascal 3148
used his freedom on the range to mix with the local
shivwit indian boys thus beginning a lifelong fascination with native americans
from them he learned how to make an
beautiful proportions with
indian bow of ofbeautiful
tony s son in
arrows to match according to tonys
later years his father would sit before a
slowly smoldering fire thrusting a crooked
squaw bush branch in and out of the hot
ashes before it straightened then using
ic
the sinew from the loins of a venison and ag
FIG
1g 5 tony ivins ca 1862
r
i
i
i
feathers from the wing of a hawk he shortly
portly after his family moved
41 tony s
attached feathers to the arrow 49
to st george
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indian skills involved more than manufacturing it was said that he
ochis
of his shivwit tutors and that he used his bow to
learned to outshoot many ofhis
hunt rabbits and quail for the family s table sometimes with enough left
over for neighbors 50
tony was equally adept with a gun according to a memory he related
late in life he had done well while still a young man on his first official
hunting trip an excursion with his father and his uncle anthony ivins
after his father had flushed two deer from a ravine tony and uncle
anthony fired at the same time and the first deer went down believing he
had killed the animal uncle anthony allowed the boy to shoot the second
but tony had no question about his marksmanship and insisted that he
had killed both the ensuing dispute was settled by a study of the animals
since the two hunters shotguns used different gauges and different shot
young tony was able to verify his success 51
we have another testament to tony s skill from no less than the
showman william buffalo bill cody cody was escorting a party of english investors into the arizona strip south of st george and hired tony
as one of his guides fig 6 after watching his skill with a bow and a rifle
the showman challenged tony to shoot a silver dollar out of
ofcodys
clodys hand at
codys
thirty feet tony did just that and cody impressed with his aim and no
doubt relieved because of it offered him a job on the spot with the wild
west show 522 while clodys
codys invitation which was declined took place after
tony reached manhood tonys skills originated in his youthful activities

tony and cousin heber J grant
ottony
A staple oftony
tony s early days was visiting with his mothers sister rachel
of
grant the widow ofjedediah
M grant and with her son heber
of
jedediah

fig 7

Ivin ses
the grants made frequent visits to the ivinses

home and the ivins family
be and his
reciprocated young heber remembered especially the first time he
mother went to st george during the fall and winter of 1865 66 tony
himself drove them for twelve and a half days the seasoned and self
assured thirteen year old navigated the wonderfully bad roads the citified heber raised in mormonism s salt lake city was in awe 1 I looked
upon him at that time as a man heber recalled and he did a man s
work not only could tony manage a team and wagon but upon reaching
st george he and heber went to the canyon to gather wood which tony
then bundled and transported home 53
more than a dixie rural culture divided the two boys tony was four
years older than heber and both of the boys by personality were very
positive characters As a result the two often disagreed and anna and
rachel had to intervene to prevent the flow of gore 54 amid the conflicts the two sisters retained their serenity they agreed the boys were
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both

leading spirits
who naturally wanted to
be boss 55 they also
assumed that their sons
would outgrow their quarrels which one incident
I
may have helped along
when a man declared
heber a sissy and no
good city boys may not
1

1

1

1

have been warmly received
in st george tony stood
up for his cousin take
that back or youll get a
said as
good licking tony sald
he knocked the man down
and offered him more it
was not the last time that
tony bloodied a nose for
according to heber he

had no modesty about
hitting back56
by the age of eighteen
perhaps because of such
FIG 7 rachel ridgeway ivins grant and her young
events heber was taking
gcorge
affer
after a visit to st george
son heber ca 1867 shortly ahter
another look at tony and acquainted him with his cousin tony
was impressed in fact he
questioned if he measured
heddie
fiddle
up to tony s standard it was just as natural for me to play second heddle
figuratively speaking to the superior judgment of my dear cousin as it was
said of this stage of their relationship 57 but the admiration
to eat heber sald
was not one sided As the men grew older their respect became mutual
and deepened and in time they became confidants and best friends

tony the outdoorsman
i86os were a time when boys
the 186os

in their middle teens were often at
work but the st george economy offered few chances for a youth like
tony to find employment one study found that less than ten percent of
the dixie boys between the ages often and fourteen had jobs even when the
young men reached their late teens almost half remained unemployed 58
with jobs hard to find the teenager worked in the pine valley lumber
camps about thirty miles to the north still more wide ranging he became
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running freight from salt lake city and doing at least one circuit into montana 59 the profession had a way of toughening a driver and
tony at the very least learned to be plainspoken and bold
in with a fellow driver who carried a double
he remembered a run
runin
barrel shotgun to enforce his rule of the road he never was without it
and he was a terror wherever he went said tony who explained the incident in some detail
a teamster

one day when 1I was pulling up a grade in the mud after a rain storm

1I

saw
the ears of his big mules flopping over the top of the hill and when he came
in sight about the first thing I1 noticed was the shotgun
the etiquette of
the road required him to turn out but when our teams came close together
and stopped hhee looked at me
and said young man are you going to
get out and give me the road I1 said 1 I cant very well get out he said do
no sir 1I said 1 I dont know
you know what 1I will do if you don t
but if you will just pull your mules heads around a little 1I will make my
horses pull
out of the road if they can

odthe
odthe
tony s idea was a compromise and each ofthe
of the
of the drivers gave up a part ofthe
road in order for their wagons to pass later the shotgun toting teamster
praised the steel nerved soft spoken teenager who had refused to be bullied and who had talked him into a draw 60
the outdoor athletic life the life of the rugged sportsman of the
frontier west was later celebrated in US culture both in nonfiction such
as theodore roosevelt s hunting trips of
ofaa ranchman 1886 and in fiction
greys s riders of the
such as owen wister s the virginian 1902 and zane grey
purple sage 1912 tony ivins might well have been the prototype of these
western heroes his bow shooting his rifle shooting his herding and his
driving as a teamster were only the beginning the young man boxed
he fished he rode the range As he grew older he became a lawman and
an expert stockman departing from his usual western ways he was also
the captain of his local baseball team in tony s time baseball was a
hardy game without softening body pads masks shin guards and mitts
and gloves 61
there seemed something primordial or latent deep within him that
called him to an active life it just required an event or person to call it
forth when only five or six years of age he watched his father mold bullets
for the utah war and later return shoeless and ragged from his duty in the
canyon how it inspired me with a desire to bear arms and learn their
use he said 62 he remembered walking with his father to the family field
ses fine horses and
ivinses
in salt lake city and hearing about the new jersey Ivin
experi
hounds such times also allowed him to hear about his father s expert
ances
ences as an expert shot hunter and fisherman 1 I naturally at a very early
age formed a strong attachment for dogs and horses and the out of doors
he said after watching elder wilford woodruff catch a basket of fish on
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the jordan river tony casting beside him got only an occasional bite he
was convinced that fishing was an art that needed to be learned 63
when tony traveled to st george in 1861 there were similar epipha
elipha
nies he watched his father shoot a greenhead mallard as it flew overhead
1 able
abie desire to
uncontrollable
this wonderful event left him with an almost uncontrol
be able to do a similar thing while just outside of fillmore he watched
james andrus spur his mount into the herd of horses and cast a lariat over
the head of one of the animals 1 I marveled that it could be done and my
admiration for the man who could accomplish such a feat was boundless
although tony later became something of an expert with the lariat himself he believed he never equaled andrus s technique 64
the boy performed frontier tasks and by most accounts he did them
well his st george neighbor and future wife elizabeth snow probably
little exaggerated when she said that tony always carried off the honors in
everything he did he won all the prizes 36565 another st george citizen
harold bentley called him the top hunter and the top fisher
he was
1166
66
good at everything 3366
however tony did not simply master the routines of
frontier life frontier life and especially his cowboy friends helped to make
him what he became they were men of few words these silent riders of
the hills and plains he recounted they were
165

men of unsurpassed courage but with hearts as tender as the hearts of
women where acts of mercy and service were required as often was the case
profoundly religious they held in reverential respect the religion of others
rk was
not many audible prayers were said by them but when the day s work
finished and the blankets spread down for the night many silent petitions
went up to the throne of grace in gratitude for blessings received
which left indelible
it was the example and teaching of such men
impressions upon my mind
these are some of the characteristics of this
pioneer man which 1I so much admired
he knew that other men found
the lord in temples built with hands just as he felt him near here under the
stars
he was not a pharisee who magnified the faults of his fellowmen
while blind to his own shortcomings but one who acknowledging his own
imperfections spread the mantle of charity over those of his neighbor 67

tony the scholar
other influences worked on the young man too like his mother and
especially his father from whom he learned so much he became an avid
reader of all books available notwithstanding his poor showing as a student in school 6 8 practicing frontier self learning tony carried books in his
saddlebags and read whenever he could as he fished rode his horse or
drove a team he liked travel books american history and law and books
dealing with native americans he also mentioned reading william
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prescotts
prescotti
Pre scotts six volumes on the spanish conquest of mexico and peru he
later claimed that there was no mountain he had not climbed no important river he had failed to cross and no country he had not visited all in
books 69 this proxy touring was aided by his exceptional memory
nor was his bent for reading and culture solitary in 1873 when twenty
years old tony became a member of st georges young mens historical
club like youth self help culture clubs elsewhere in the united states and
in mormon country salt lake city s more famous wasatch literary society was not organized until 187470
18470 the st george group was started and
run by the youth themselves and had a written constitution and bylaws 71
it met at the fourth ward social house on friday evenings later changed
to wednesday devoted itself to debate and recitations and issued a
biweekly newspaper called the debater A great blessing to all the members who attend was how the st george enterprise described the club

their efforts

are praiseworthy

72

at its peak

the historical club had twentyfive
twenty five members and it could
have had more if the serious minded young men had not precluded
socials
women ladies were invited only to sociats
socials two weeks after joining tony
and his partner successfully debated the resolution water has done more
0173
1173
73
damage to dixie than fire 3173
in later meetings he delivered recitations
tiline s defense and william pitts reply to sir robert walpole readCa
cariline
catiline
kwains roughing it and joseph smiths hisings excerpts from mark twains
tory and lectures topics included the pacific slope mormon history
scottish history and the life and travels of parley P pratt this was
ambitious fare for a rural st george youth but tony must have found the
activities compelling in addition to the clubs usual activities he took time
to edit the debater he also served several times as the clubs president 74
about the same time as he was a member in the historical club tony
joined the st george dramatic association fig 8 with the exception of
ofmormon village life than drama
dancing no recreation was more a part of mormon
which in st george began almost from the outset of settlement tonys
tony s sister caddie ivins was among the first troupe of players she created a sentitie
tlde role of the eton boy in trousers when
tide
sation by appearing in the title
tony joined the company almost a decade later as a young man some said
that his motives had less to do with theater than with the handsome daughters of southern utah mission president erastus snow also players moreover it was claimed that the young man was usually at his best when
playing opposite one of them whatever his original motives tony became
struck in later years he became one of st georges leading actors and
stagestruck
stage
a manager of its dramatic society 75
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tony and testimony
tonys participation in the historical club and the dramatic society
suggest that as he began young manhood he had taken another path from
that of some of his contemporaries one of his closest friends a neighbor
and schoolmate also had become a teamster this young man found
work in the mining town of silver reef learned to swear and followed
the rough life of his teamster brothers
two of the most profane men 1I
ever knew said tony in effect the three brothers exchanged mormon
st george for the surrounding wild and lawless mining frontier and
because of this decision the body of one of the three was later returned to
the village for burial he had been killed in a scrap with another man less
dramatic was the life of another of tony s friends tony and the boy grew
up together and for a time their interests were identical there was nothing wild nor rough in his character tony recalled we traveled together
we rode the range together we went out for days and sometimes weeks
together sleeping under the same blankets yet as tony s religious faith
ochis
of his
began to mature the other boy had no similar interest in the religion ofhis

father and mother 76
tony gave few details about his stirring religious feeling none of his
recorded memories speak of going to meeting as a young boy presumably
he did in 1868 his mother anna was called as the first president of the relief
society in st george and she served for almost two decades in various
of these activities and because
relief society leadership positions 77 because ofthese
reliefsociety
of her unusual personality she became one of the leading ladies in
st george and tony a dutiful son would have been expected to attend
his meetings
however when tony recalled the early spiritual events in his life he
talked less about church routines and more about the nurture ofhis
of his neighochis
odthe
odthe
of the soil and silent riders ofthe
of the hills and plains were
bors these tillers ofthe
my teachers the guardians of my youth he recalled they taught me
both by precept and example that 1I must defraud no man though the
thing may be small they taught me the fundamentals of integrity induss
pioneers
mormon
is
which
and
the
heritage
the
economy
try
this
7178
1178
78
bequeathed to me and all others who would receive their teaching 1378
in
still another passage he spoke of the saints of christ as just simple
who are clothed in frailties
folk
but who are striving to overcome
orthis
of this community and
and thank the lord are doing it for tony to be a part ofthis
to do his daily duty was a grand calling 79
the elders of st george must have known tony well the home of
anna and israel was on the southwest corner of first west and second
north streets two blocks from the residence of community leader erastus
snow and an equal distance from the center of the town the center square
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was where the saints gathered
for their dances and meetings

and where they would build
their tabernacle proximity
seems to have worn well
church leaders called the
young man to a series of
church priesthood offices at an
unusually early age he was
ordained an elder at thirteen
ofago
of age and a seventy shortly
years ofage
F
before he turned seventeen 80
three weeks after tonys
nineteenth birthday patriarch
william G perkins gave the
4
young man a patriarchal blessing 81 being admitted to the
mormon lay priesthood and
receiving a prophetic blessing
about his future sobered tony
in a modest sense these
experiences made him feel a
part of the church and he FIG 8 anthony W ivins ca 1872 about the time
concluded that he could not he sought refinement in the st george dramatic
talk as he had talked before
association and young mens historical society
and that he should now sub- used by permission utah state historical
society all rights reserved
merge himself in the church
12
and prepare for the future 82
accordingly he began to pray and to read the scriptures and church books
he even sought to convert a wayward chum full of religious feeling he
now understood that in the past he had not been as careful to seek the
lord and honor him as 1I should have been 83
As the boy came of age his father was often away surveying israel laid
out several locations in southeast nevada and southern idaho and after the
passage of the homestead and preemption laws he also completed a new
81
18os peripatetic
survey of land near salt lake city 84
then in the early 1870s
15
israel sought his bonanza in northern utahs mines 85
these activities lessened his profile in st george and seemed also to reduce his role in tony s
life in contrast annas influence remained constant and perhaps
increased she was a woman of remarkable character kind charitable
slow to anger and never speaking evil of anyone tony said she had lived
in plurality of wives under very trying circumstances but I1 never heard a
word of complaint never heard her speak an unkind word to a mand
man
manj
kanj
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and all who were acquainted with her loved her 86
woman or child
tonys
tony s mention of plurality broke a family taboo while israel s two families lived in the same small st george home the physical arrangement did
not translate into close family ties for some reason he and his mother seldom spoke or wrote of julia or her children
by the time tony reached his early twenties much of what he was to
87
17
510
igo
become was in place he stood 5lo
weighed
alo
and
pounds
160
a
wiry
his
5io
finely etched features suggested his northern europe ancestors thin eyebrows a narrow nose precise lips blue eyes he was a handsome man
however beneath his genteel exterior a toughness mixed with an easy
going manner this combination of strength and grace made people like
him they recalled the thrill of watching him maneuver a horse at the
roundups the manner in which he carried a gun on a hunt or his presence
18 As
one of his contemporaries
on the judges stand at the racetrack 88
recalled while yet a youth he had his horse races his contests his friendly
rivalries yet he was known as a square shooter a real man most of the
89
old timers called him tony
tony89

conclusion

this then

was the beginning of one of dixie s leading men through
the influence of his parents and especially his mother he inherited the
opposition
ses religious and social values including the family s sense of ofposition
Ivin
ivinses
position
the ivinses were used to being leaders moreover tony had talent his
future held many roles missionary lawman indian friend actor stage
manager husband and father cattleman on the kaibab plateau politician
attorney prosecutor assessor and collector mayor churchman and delegate to utahs constitutional convention didies
dixies son would promote roads
education and water management finally he would serve as the leader of
his church s mexican colonies a member ofthe
twelve apostles
odthe
of the quorum of oftwelve
and a counselor in the churchs
churche first presidency fig 9
in all these roles the mormon village and southern utah frontier were
never far away the mature anthony W ivins embodied such things as religion community and social conscience as well as such sturdy and time
tested values as courage honesty and independence and despite his
high profile public roles he remained an outdoorsman the rifle the fishing rod and the fine horse continued to compel him looking back on his
life and on all activities that had ensued he understood the importance of
the time and place of his youth my habits of life were to a certain extent
forced upon me he said revealingly before his death from my childhood
10
1I have lived upon the frontier 90
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heber J grant center

with his cousin and first counselor anthony W ivins left
charles W nibley right

here shown
and second counselor
is

ronald W walker is a senior research fellow at the joseph fielding smith institute
of latter day saint history he received a BS in 1961 and an MA in 1965 both from
brigham young university and an MS from stanford university in 1968 he obtained
his phd from the university ofutah
of utah in 1977 he would like to thank his research assistant bruce R lott who helped research and write an early draft of this article he
would also like to acknowledge the sponsors odthe
ofthe
of the juanita brooks lecture series under
whose auspices this article was first prepared and delivered
st george tabernacle st george utah march 15 2000

the lecture was held at the

anthony W ivins autobiography of anthony woodward ivins 19231
1923
typescript 16 anthony W ivins papers utah state historical society salt lake city
ivinss autobiography took several forms each with
utah hereafter cited as USHS ivings
slightly different content for the best single volume dealing with st george history see
douglas D alder and karl F brooks A history of washington county from isolation
to destination utah centennial county history series salt lake city utah state hisIvin ses new jersey experitorical society 1996 part of my narrative dealing with the ivinses
ence is taken from my article rachel R grant the continuing legacy of the feminine
ideal dialogue A journal ofmormon
1982 105 21
of mormon thought 15 autumn ign
autobiography 17
2 anthony W ivins
ailen french lippincott ridgway shreve stacy
allen
3 these families included the alien
and woodward families
4 at upper freehold caleb ivins tony s great grandfather owned homers
town s distillery country store and grist and sawmills and had farmlands and
orchards as well at toms river anthony ivins tonys maternal grandfather and a
1
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merchant resided at the homestead this large house had handsome paneling
stairways and mantels and was recognized as one of the best examples of colonial
architecture in the area in turn tonys
of land
tony s paternal grandfather owned large tracts efland
ofland
that yielded wood and charcoal commodities that were shipped to new york and
elsewhere in ivins owned ships archibald F bennett some quaker forefathers of
president ivins utah genealogical and historical magazine 22 october 1931 145 64
new jersey
tersey philadelphia R T peck 1885
Monmouth county newjersey
franklin ellis history of
ofmonmouth
new jetsey
letsey courier september 281934 loose clipping in heber J grant collection
jersey
633 N
church archives family and church history department the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as church archives william H fischer to
autobiography
heber J grant november 991934
1934 grant collection anthony W ivins
gog
906 grant collection
5 john M homer to heber J grant november 7
71906
anthony W ivins autobiography 5 heber J grant sermon in 1o5th
5
losth
fosth
semi annual conference of the church oflesus
semiannual
of latter day saints salt lake
of jesus christ oflatter
city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1934 3 hereafter cited as
conference reports
6 anthony W ivins
autobiography 5
7 benjamin winchester and joshua grant were the first mormon elders to arrive
entering caleb ivings
ivinss house at hornerstown they announced they bore a special message of providence later they began preaching in a frame schoolhouse about one mile
west of the hamlet caleb ivins may have been the grandfather of tony s mother anna
ivins or more likely her father both ofwhom
of caleb william
of whom bore the same name ofcaleb
mormons
sharp the latter day saints or cormons
Mormons in new jersey typescript of memo prepared in 1897 1i church archives sharp was preparing a history of new jersey and
drew upon local and now unavailable sources his memo was sent by elmer 1I hulusi
hullsi
nory to mr myers march 51936 also see anthony W ivins autobiography 8
and david J whittaker east ofnauvoo
of
Nauvoo benjamin winchester and the early mormon
church journal ofmormon
of mormon history 21 fall 1995 35 38
monmouth county residents knew little of mormonism before the elders came
As to our principles and rules of faith the people knew nothing except by reports
elder benjamin winchester recalled mormon preaching stressed bible christianity
and it had much appeal it was so different from what they had expected winchester
reported that it caused a spirit of inquiry so much so that 1I had calls in every direction the missionary struggled to fill as many as eleven weekly preaching appointments with both the rich and the poor inviting him into their homes for personal
instruction the more he taught the greater the excitement in religiously charged rural
new jersey for a few years in the late i83os
1830s mormonism became the grand topic of
cause celebre benjamin winchester letter in andrew jenson journal
conversation the muse
history of the church july 71838 2 5 church archives microfilm copy in harold B
lee library brigham young university provo utah
8 anthony W ivins
autobiography 8 kimball S erdman israel ivins A biography apnp 1969 3 copy in church history library family and church history
department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
9 these missionaries included lorenzo barnes jedediah grant orson and parley pratt harrison sagers erastus snow and wilford woodruff joseph smith and
others preached at the ridge above hornerstown and beyond in the i83os
1830s
10
io two or three of these congregations even had their own unpretentious chapels
among the first in the entire church later in the i84os
1840s mormon converts may have
founded a small fishing village on the new jersey coast which they named nauvoo the
name of course came from the church s headquarters city located in southwest
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mormons
illinois sharp cormons
Mormons in new jersey 3 edwin salter A history ofmonmouth
of monmouth
and ocean counties bayonne NJ E gardner and son 1890 253 ellis history of
monmouth county 633 stanley B kimball nauvoo found in seven states ensign 3
april 1973 23 for more information about the early church in new jersey see
stephen J fleming sweeping everything before it early mormonism in the pine
ofbyustudies
BYU studies
new jersey in this issue of
barrens of
ofnew
ofner
11 many branches of the ivins family tree were quaker at least one ancestor
mahlon stacy was proselytized by george fox himself other quaker forefathers came
to america to avoid the persecuting local episcopacy and constabulary however by
the time of israel and anna the commitment to the society of friends had begun to
wane annas mother was a baptist while cousin james ivins and uncle richard ridgway were baptist trustees bennett some quaker forefathers of president ivins
monmouth county 636
145 64 ellis history of
ofmonmouth
the converts from the ivins family included israels cousins charles and james
ivins elder parley P pratt described the latter as a very wealthy man who might help
him reissue the book of mormon parley P pratt to joseph smith jr november 22
1839 joseph smith collection church archives
12 anthony W ivins journal 2 vols anthony W ivins papers 11 utah state
ilg
historical society anna lowrie ivins woman s exponent 24 february 151896 116
heber grant ivins autobiography of
heber grant ivins sr 7 heber grant ivins
ofheber
collection USHS see also mary G judd jedediah M grant salt lake city deseret
news press 1959 62
13 these included james and charles ivins who constructed the building that
would later house the nauvoo newspaper times and seasons after dissenting on the
of dissiquestion ofplural
of plural marriage and other policies however they joined the group ofdissi
dents who published the nauvoo expositor and eventually contributed to joseph
smiths death thirteenth ward relief society minutes book A 1868 98 february 11
611
gli church archives charles ivins to brigham young july 1845 incoming corr1897 gil
espondence brigham young papers church archives
14 for example elder erastus snow borrowed a light carriage to transport his wife
and child to toms river where they sailed an inlet with brother israel andrew karl
pioneer fot
for the early mormon church
larson erastus snow the life ora
of
ofaa missionary and pioneerfor
cormons bore the
salt lake city university of utah press 1971 68 elsewhere the mormons
insults and persecution of neighbors however in central new jersey the saints were
noted for sincerity industry and frugality and
recognized as respectable people
who if necessary could influence the enforcement of the 1law when an anti mormon
preacher disrupted one of their meetings a local peace officer placed him under arrest
salter history of
monmouth and ocean counties 252 william R maps diary march 27
ofmonmouth
1842 transcript in author s possession
mormons
cormons
Mor mons in new jersey 2 3
15 sharp
16 theodore mckean autobiography 2 church archives
of A W ivins new jer17 president heber J grant of mormon church writes ofa
sey courier november 9
1934 clipping in grant collection
91934
188 frances bennett jeppson with joy wend your way the life of rachel ivins
grant my great grandmother 9 10 church archives
of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richards
ig brigham young in journal ofdiscourses
19
1862
1855 86 9189 february 2
2 1862
autobiography 1314
20 anthony W ivins
13 14
21 J R kearl clayne L pope and larry T wimmer household wealth in a settlement economy utah 1850 1870 journal of economic history 40 september 1980
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three frontiers family land and society in the american west
cambridge university press 1994 295
wayne draper
andwimmer
wimmer household wealth 491 94 larry
22 kearl pope and
larrywayne
A demographic examination of household heads in salt lake city utah 1850 1870
masters thesis brigham young university 1988 82 84
autobiography 17
23 anthony W ivins
24 charles S peterson touch of the mountain sod how land united and
divided utahna
utahns 1847
784 1985
185
iss dello G dayton memorial lecture ogden weber state

college press 1989
25

26

script
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9

anthony W ivins autobiography 17
elizabeth snow ivins story told by elizabeth ashby snow ivins typeanthony W ivins papers also see caroline ivins pace diary published in

erdman israel ivins 21 26
autobiography 18
27 anthony W ivins
28 anthony W ivins
autobiography 20
story told by elizabeth ashby snow ivins 3
29 elizabeth snow ivins
30 the extensive scholarly literature dealing with the mormon village includes
reed H bradford A mormon village A study in rural social organization masters thesis louisiana state university 1939 richard V francaviglia the mormon
landscape existence creation and perception of a unique image in the american west
new york AMS press 1978 richard H jackson the mormon village genesis and
antecedents of the city ofzion plan BYU studies 17 no 2 1977 223 40 richard H
jackson and robert L layton the mormon village analysis of a settlement type
professional geographer 28 may 1976 136 41 may three frontiers lowry nelson the
mormon village A pattern and technique orland
dand settlement salt lake city university
of land
of utah press 1952 and ronald W walker golden memories remembering life in
a mormon village in nearly everything imaginable the everyday life of utah s mormon pioneers ed ronald W walker and dons
doris R dant provo utah brigham young
university press 1999 47 74
162 63
185 227 30
31 may three frontiers 16
259 while no study has been made of
63185227
30259
the economics of st george preliminary evidence suggests that the village fit this
profile of marginal money making see larry M logue A sermon in the desert belief
and behavior in
in early st george utah urbana university of illinois press 1988
82 83143 44

nelson mormon village 284
settlement processes in the mormon core area
33 wayne L wahlquist
ph D diss university of ofnebraska
nebraska 1974 93 95 loo
100
1847 1890 phd
34 the idea of hub communities was introduced in william G hartley coloniz28 in possession ofthe
odthe
of the author
1828
ing a great basin kingdom unpublished task paper 18
35 george A smith sermon may 241874 quoted in church news published by
news may 261979 2
deseretnews
deseret
36 this list is adapted from john W reps cities ofshe
of the american west A history
of frontier urban planning princeton princeton university press 1979 313
offrontier
37 from a contemporaneous account by robert garden as cited in the cotton
mission ed A R mortensen utah historical quarterly 29 july 1961 209
shumway
shurnway
way dancing the buckles off their shoes in pioneer utah in
38 larry V Shurn
walker and dant nearly everything imaginable 195 221 walker golden memories
32

67 68
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cotton mission
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do
sized version was later held in asa calkmss
downsized
calkinss
ss
Calkin
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tent see ruth M pickett washington first christmas in st george in treasures of
pioneer history comp
comm
corm
corn kate B carter 6 vols salt lake city daughters of utah pio16
neers 1952 57 i na
n6
heber grant ivins sr 7 james G
ofheber
40 heber grant ivins autobiography of
122 church archives
bleak annals of the southern utah mission book A 1870 992122
anthony W ivins autobiography 21 22 erdman israel ivins 27 stanley S ivins
ed journal of anthony woodward ivins typescript 2 church archives
journal of anthony woodward ivins 2 heber J grant
41 stanley S ivins
quoted in joseph anderson prophets I1 have known salt lake city utah deseret
book 1973 68
Re minis
feminis
i 8 anthony W and elizabeth S ivins reminis
42 anthony W ivins journal 18
cence september 16
161934
1934 typescript 2 anthony W ivins papers charles W skid
more dedicatory address at the monument erected on dixie college commons in
honor of anthony W ivins and edward H snow typescript 1i church archives
43 bleak southern utah mission 85 87
44 josephine J mills washington county in heart throbs of the west comp
VOIS
salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1939 51 i2
kate B carter 12 vols
ia 39
45 anthony W and elizabeth S ivins reminiscence 2 anthony woodward
salt lake telegram september 2419347 heber grant ivins autobiography 199
sait
ivins saltlake
harold W bentley oral history 11978115
1978 15 L tom perry special collections harold B lee
provo utah
prom
library brigham young university prow
46 anthony W ivins design for living salt lake telegram september 241934 1i
47 an address delivered by president anthony W ivins upon completion of the
19281 salt lake city union
union pacific lodge at grand canyon utah september 15
151928
pacific system 1935 stanley snow ivins anthony W ivins boyhood instructor 78
november 1943 568 compare anthony W ivins journal 18
i8
1855
record of bishops meetings
48 edwin D woolley remarks november 661855
reports of wards ordinations instructions and general proceedings of the bishops
and lesser priesthood 1851 to 1862 salt lake city 122 church archives
autobiography 10
lo
49 heber grant ivins
50 heber Jf grant address at the utah agricultural college founder s day exerLetter books 83
aises march 1111936
cises
1936 logan utah 5 text in heber J grant letterbooks
8014
8314
14 grant
collection church archives heber J grant sketch introducing anthony W ivins
grant letterbooks
Letterbooks 6732
67 32 34 anderson prophets I1 have known 67 heber grant
ivins autobiography 10 anthony W ivins journal 18
i 8 joe koller tony ivins
son of
Saintland golden west true stories odthe
ofsamtland
of the old west 6 january 1970 24
ofthe
saintland
51 the hunting incident had a sequel which gave it special meaning another of
israel s brothers thomas ivins visiting from new jersey at the last minute had
dropped out of the hunting party because he doubted its success when told of tony s
exploit he was incredulous if there is a deer in that wagon I1 will give the man that
killed it 5520
5020
00 he said when thomas saw the kill he praised tony but gave no
50 oo
502o
money however after thomas returned to new jersey he mailed the 50 which
according to tony had an important impact on his life

there were many things 1I needed

wanted a new saddle as much as anything else but I1 finally gave it to a prospector for a part interest in a mine he
had discovered in the gintic
tintic mining district that district was then just
being prospected later I1 traded my interest in the mine for a city block in
st george 1I developed this block planted a vineyard on it and some time
later sold it for 500 1I bought another lot upon which my home stood in
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st george and where my family lived continuously for 15 years after marriage
news spedeseretnews
anthony W ivins journal 15 6612
i 155 and as quoted in the deseret
cial section september 1934 see also stanley S ivins boyhood 568 69
Saintland 49 for codys
clodys tour of the area see angus M
koller son of saintland
roller
woodbury A history of southern utah and its national parks utah historical
quarterly 12 july october 1944 190 91
53 grant address at the utah agricultural college founders day exercises 1i
Letterbooks
54 heber J grant to anthony W ivins april 6 1904 grant letterbooks
Letterbooks 57813
38522 24 heber J grant to junius F wells april 141921 grant letterbooks
lucy grant cannon A few memories of grandma grant 8 church
55
archives
56 grant address at the utah agricultural college founder s day exercises 4
57 grant to wells april 141921
58 logue sermon in the desert 83
59 stanley S ivins journal of anthony woodward ivins 22
60 anthony W ivins conference reports october 881916
1916 66 67
61 elizabeth snow ivins
story told by elizabeth ashby snow ivins 2 heber J
grant in anderson prophets 1I have known 69
62 anthony W ivins journal 15 7
autobiography 14 15
63 anthony W ivins
autobiography 18 19
64 anthony W ivins
story told by elizabeth ashby snow ivins 2
65 elizabeth snow ivins
66 bentley oral history 15
67 ivins address delivered upon completion 7
68 heber grant ivins
autobiography 19 heber J grant considered anna a
reading see heber Jf grant conference reports octostudent apparently because of ofreading
ber 551934
1934 3
69 anderson prophets I1 have known 67 charles foster quoted in salt lake
Saint land 25 and grant sketch
koller son of saintland
telegram september 24 1934 7 roller
Letterbooks 6732
introducing anthony W ivins grant letterbooks
70 ronald W walker growing up in early utah the wasatch literary associDecember 1981 44 51
ation 1874 1878 sunstone 6 November
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1873 type71 record of the young mens historical club organized june 13
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script 1 3 USHS
72 st george enterprise march 81874 1i
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of the young men s historical club august 14 and 2818735
73 record ofthe
2818735
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of the young men s historical club entries throughout
74 record ofthe
75 lorraine T washburn culture in dixie utah historical quarterly 29 july
1961 263 zaidee W miles early theatrical activity in st george paper presented
to the daughters of utah pioneers at st george 1923 typescript USHS character
sketch ofa
of A W ivins typescript 3 anthony W ivins papers alder and brooks history of washington county 165 66 john taylor woodbury vermilion cliffs reminiscences of utahs dixie st george woodbury children 1933 49
76 anthony W ivins conference reports october 551919
1919 175 78
77 the details of anna s selection suggest the esteem with which she was held by
her neighbors she was chosen by the women themselves and not by a calling
extended from local church leaders bleak annals of the dixie mission 296 august
womans exponent 24 february 15 1896 116 states
1868 anna lowrie ivins comans
241868
24
that anna served as the stake president of the st george relief society for twenty
years another source suggests that for a period of time anna was a counselor in the
52
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presidency see verna L dewsnup and katharine M larson comp relief society
memories A history ofreliefsociety
Spring ville utah
of relief society in st george stake 1867 1956 springville
st george stake relief society 1956 1 3
78 anthony W ivins pioneers improvement era 34 september 1931 637 40
672 73
Letterbooks 39960
79 anthony W ivins to W H ivins june 81905 grant letterbooks
80 andrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia A compilation
biographical sketches ofprominent
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igol 36 3750
anthony W ivins journal 1198
81 anthony W ivins journal 117 ig
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journal 119
autobiography 8 anthony W ivins journal iio
ilo
110
84 heber grant ivins
ino
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iao
85 anthony W ivins journal lio
110
llo 11
tio
86 anthony W ivins journal 1243 heber J grant shared the judgment 1 I have
said time and again that of all the women 1I ever knew brother ivins mother and my
own seemed to be possessed of the most perfect and serene temperaments if anything
I1 would give aunt anna ivins the credit for having the more serene character odthe
the two
ofthe
of
and that is saying a whole lot heber J grant birthday celebration 1926 typescript
grant collection
87 david dryden biographical essays on three general authorities of the early
twentieth century anthony W ivins george F richards and stephen L richards task
papers in LDS history no 11 salt lake city history division historical department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1976 3
88 character sketch of
ofaA W ivins 3 4
89 president ivins the daily leader brigham young university january 28
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